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exists import os filename = "myfile" if os.path.exists(filename)!= True: print "The
file " + filename + " does not exist. else: print "The file " + filename + " exists." I
was trying to find out whether a file exists in Python, but there is an error saying
cannot concatenate'str' and 'NoneType' I am using Python 2.7. A: Python 2.x (and
3.x) use raw strings for string literals, so you need to add r before the string and

curly braces: if os.path.exists(rfilename)!= True: print "The file {0} does not exist.
or you can use a triple-quoted string: if os.path.exists("{0}".format(filename))!=

True: print "The file {0} does not exist. or the str.format() function: if
os.path.exists(str(filename))!= True: print "The file {0} does not exist. That being
said, you can do this more easily and concisely using pathlib: import pathlib if not
pathlib.isfile(filename): print("The file {} does not exist.".format(filename)) Effects
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